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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an OWL ontology called “AniAge”, to
define taxonomy of dance movement classes and their relationships for the traditional Vietnamese dance taking into
account the semantics of its art and its cultural anthropologists. The “AniAge” terminology can be used to describe
elementary movements (poses) as a dataset ontology importing “AniAge”. These poses are results of dance sequences
segmentation (using segmentation techniques). The ontolgy
“AniAge” is supported by classification rules, which are developed with the OWL complementary language SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) to entail movement phrases,
which are basic movements with complete meaning. The
dataset ontology containing poses descriptions can be queried
using the query language SQWRL (Semantic Query Webenhanced Rule Language), which is extension of SWRL to
retrieve implicit dance knowledge. Then, the query answers
can be used for computer animation.

Keywords
Semantic Web Technologies, Ontology, Description Logics,
Dance Notation Labanotation, Traditional Vietnamese Dance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer animation technologies have grown considerably and they have been widely used for movies and video
games. These technologies require a lot of effort and manual work and they are very expensive. It is essential to
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use these technologies in applications such as archiving and
simulation or reproduction of contents to propose effective
and less expensive animation solutions. On the other hand,
ontologies have been developed in many domains and studies, thanks to their capacity for representing the knowledge
bases, and for facilitating knowledge sharing. We can find
ontology studies in the domain of multi-media with different
goals as annotation and information retrieval.
In addition, it is important to preserve cultural (dance)
heritage using web technologies. Dance choreographies can
be archived by motion capture, video recording, and dance
notation. Dance notation systems such as Feuillet Notation
[25], Benesh Notation [1] and Labanotation [26] provide theorey to study the dance choreography.
Introduced by dance artist and theorist, Rudolf von Laban in 1928, the Labanotation system [26], uses abstract
symbols to describe movement, providing a well-structured
language with rich vocabulary and clear semantics, based on
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) [15]. LMA serves as useful foundation not only for designing dance documentation
software but also for modelling human computer interaction
based on movement and gestures [21].
In this paper, we develop a searchable knowledge base
that enables us to search for specific movements in dance,
which describes traditional Vietnamese dances. The constructing elements of the ontology and their relationships to
construct the dance model are based on the semantics of the
Labanotation system [5], a widely applied language that uses
symbols, which are identified by concepts and relationships
created with the language OWL [13] to denote and reason
on dance choreographies.
The description of these dances will allow us to express
complex relations for inferring on the domain of human
movements to extract implicit knowledge from explicit one.
These complex relations will be described as SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language), which is a OWL complementary language [14]. These SWRL rules represent additional
description for the dance OWL ontology, to entail implicit
knowledge as movement classification.

This ontology called “AniAge”, will be used by developed
applications for the project AniAge (High Dimensional Heterogeneous Data based Animation Techniques for Southeast
Asian Intangible Cultural Heritage Digital Content) 1 . During the process of capturing the dance, the collected data can
be used to produce movement (poses) description using the
terminology of “AniAge” ontology. This description is represented as a dataset (assertions) ontology, which imports
the terminology ontology “AniAge”. However, the collected
data can be issued from different sources (different cameras).
This multisource knowledge represented as assertions can be
incoherent. Before querying the dance knowlegde, this incoherence should be resolved by repair techniques [23, 2, 3].
The ability to extract information from OWL dance ontologies is a basic requirement. While SPARQL and its extensions are being used as an OWL query language in many
applications [20], their understanding of OWL’s semantics is
at best incomplete. We specify queries on dance ontologies
using the language SQWRL (Semantic Query Web-enhanced
Rule Language) [19], which is based on the SWRL rule language and uses SWRL’s strong semantic, where set of operators can be used to perform closure operations as failure,
counting, and aggregation. Then, a SQWRL query can be
specified to retrieve particular dance information using inference on the dataset ontology, which imports the “AniAge”
ontology and its classification SWRL rules. The query answers can now be used by a matching animation process of
the AniAge project.

1.1

Related Works

Recently, different works have been proposed to use ontologies for video processing. For instance, [6] makes a collective consciousness of dance into an ontology. The authors
in [8, 9, 10] created an ontology transferring the semantics of
Laban notation into OWL entities. Other authors in [4] assess the ontological impact of computer programs designed
to visualize certain components of dance movements and to
show their performance. Moreover, [7] used the BMN (Benesh Movement Notation) system for building Video Movement Ontology (VMO).
In our proposal, we use the Description Logics (DLs) to
represent different human movements, in particular the movements in dance. This representation is based on techniques
for representing the Laban and the Benesh movement notation, where the result is an ontology of Vietnamese folk
dances.
This paper is organized as follows. Some concepts about
the Vietnamese folk dances are presented in Section 2. The
development of the ontology “AniAge” is presented in detail
with examples in Section 3. A set of rules for the movement classification is explained and added to the ontology
“AniAge” in Section 4 with presentation of a method to introduce dance datasets (assertions) to be queried for extracting knowledge. Finally, a conclusion and future works are
presented in Section 5.

2.

VIETNAMESE FOLK DANCE

In Vietnam, 54 ethnic groups have their own folk dances,
which express cultural knowledge, spiritual life, reflecting
Vietnamese people’s creativity and talent. Ethnic groups,
geographically closing together, have similar customs. There1
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fore, folk dances of Vietnam’s 54 ethnic groups can be classified regionally into 7 main groups: Highland-Midland Northern, Red River Delta, North Central, Coastal South Central,
Highlands, South East and South West regions [24, 16]. In
addition, Vietnamese folk dances express 3 groups of messages [16]: (i) daily life activities, (ii) festival activities and,
(iii) human spirituality.
Through dances, people want to pass on an experience
of productive labor, hunting and show the behaviour of human beings, such as sailing dance (mùa chéo thuyên), weaving dance (mùa dêt cùi). Festivals, reflected alive popularly
in dances, are always composed of two parts: the ceremonial part, giving homage to the local genies and deities, and
the festival one to entertain the whole village. Drum dance
(mùa trông), Thài spreading dance (mùa xóe Thài), for example, are performed in local festivals. Châu dance (múa
châu), Hâu dông dance (múa hâu dông) are typical examples of spiritual dances, which express praying for auspices
and blessing by the gods, heaven, Buddha.
We identify regional features and messages transmitted
in a dance, based on many aspects such as dance posture
and movement, clothing, dance props, music. In the first
phase, we concentrate only on representing and analyzing
movement aspects of folk dances. We only focus on the representation and analysis of aspects of the folk dance movement type Mõ, which belongs to the Red river delta region.
Mõ is classified as a self-sounding wine, popular in Vietnam.
Actually they are used in different environments and have
different functions. In the pagoda, Mõ is used as the role of
rhythm when chanting recitation 2 .
Historically, in the rural life of the ancient Vietnamese,
there was a man called Mõ. On the village’s occasion or
events, Mõ would beat Mõ instrument and inform the information to the villagers. People put Mõ on the buffalo
neck. When the buffaloes move, walk, two pieces of wood
are steadily knocking on the inner wall and emitting interesting sound. So, Mõ Dance simulates how people beat Mõ
instrument to make rhythm and interesting sound 3 .

3.

ONTOLOGY FOR VIETNAMESE
DANCE

Formally, a dance is typical of human movement; it is
knowledge when we can use an ontology to model it. We
propose to use ontology technologies to represent and reason on dance choreographies by building a dance ontology
using OWL. This logical dance description allows us to express complex relationships and rules of inference for the
realm of human movement. However, the reasoning capabilities facilitate the extraction of new knowledge from existing
knowledge.
An initial ontology for Vietnamese folk dances is built up
as proposed in Figure 1. For dance annotation, the Labanotation [5] seems useful for conceptualisation, which has symbols related to travelling and travelling time of dancers, the
relationship between dancers, between dancer and stage. It
is composed of several parts. These parts record the general
idea behind movements and allow an improvement of basic
movements. Other parts descript specifically and precisely
movement elements such as body parts, time, direction and
dynamics.
2
3
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We apply body parts based on Labanotation division in
the dance analysis. Based on a hierarchy structure of dance
movements and expertise knowledge of the folk-dance domain, OWL will be used to describe classes and properties.
Next, dance and its domain descriptions are represented formally in Description Logic, in which the reasoner supports
answering different queries on Vietnamese folk-dance.

Each pose is described by positions of body parts. This
dataset is described as an assertional box (ABox) ontology,
which imports the ontology “AniAge” with its set of SWRL
rules. From this explicit knowledge, an implicit knowledge
can be entailed to classify the dance movements by answering SQWRL (Semantic Query Web-enhanced Language) queries.

3.1

The AniAge Ontology

A dance is realized by a dancer described by the concept
DancerBody or group (Group) of dancers, where a dancer
can be a member (memberOf ) of a group. In a dance,
a group of dancers can have a shape declared as concept
GroupShape, creating a circle relation (CircleRelation) or
line relation (LineRelation).
For example, the concept CircleRelation can be one of
the objects, left side to the centre (Lef tSideT oT heCentre),
back to the centre (BackT oT heCentre), facing the centre
(F acingT heCentre) or right side to the centre, which is
represented by RightSideT oT heCentre. All these relation
kinds are declared as individuals (objects) ot the concept
CircleRelation.
An Asiatic dance is composed of Vietnamese and Malysian
dances, logically it is formulated by
V itenameseDance t M alysianDance v AsianDance
Figure 1: Proposal of an ontology for Vietnamese folk dance.

The ontology development process identified by [11] is
based on the following steps: definition of the purpose of
ontology, conceptualization, and formalization [12]:
• Objective of ontology. Ontology may appear as useful
way to structure descriptions of video content semantics. They can support semantic descriptors for images, sounds, or other objects. We use the ontological
solution to effectively annotate video content.
• Conceptualization. We start by defining the video components. In this work, we segmented the video input
into sequences. The visual characteristics will be used
to associate a description with each sequence, which
consists of several particular poses.
• Formalization. Our ontology has been formalized using OWL and Protege 5.2 4 [17]. It can be easily reused
and shared. To formalize in OWL the composition of
the movements, we use the method defined by [22]
Our goal is to explore how the different stages of traditional Vietnamese dances in a video can be categorized and
described to extract knowledge from the video. The dance
ontology is mainly developed by the description of its terminological box (TBox), where concepts and roles (abstract
roles and concrete roles) are defined, we call this the “AniAge” ontology. For classification of dance elements, a set
of rules is described using the language SWRL (Semantic
Web Rule Language), which is added as part of the OWL
ontology “AniAge”.
A video sequence can be segmented to many dance poses
using video processing techniques. These poses are the elementary units to be used for recognizing the dance classes.
4
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AsianDance v Dance
A Vietnamese dance belongs to a Vietnamese region of the
concept Region. There are seven regions declared as individuals (abstract objects) of type Region, which are SouthEast,
SouthW est, RedRiverDelta, N orthCentral, HighLands,
CoastalSouthCentral and HighLandM iddleLandRegion.
A Vietnamese dance can express (hasM essage) a message
(M essage), which is one of the classes, DailyLif eActivities,
F estivalActivities or HumanSpirituality.
DailyLif eActivities t
F estivalActivities t
HumanSpirituality v M essage
The DailyLif eActivities class is composed of objects, which
are SailingDance (mùa chéo thuyên) and W eavingDance
(mùa dêt cùi). The class F estivalActivities is one of the
sub-classes Ceremonial and LocalF estival (which has the
instances DrumDance and SpreadingDance). The class
HumanSpirituality is composed of the objects ChauDance
and HauDongDance.
We identify regional features and messages transmitted
in a dance, based on many aspects as clothing (Clothes).
We specify a dance D belonging to a region, for example,
RedRiverDelta by (D, RedRiverDelta) : regionOf and the
Mõ dance belongs to the red river delta dance, which is a
Vietnamese dance by,
MõDance : V itenameseDance,
(MõDance, RedRiverDelta) : regionOf
We start building a dance ontology by defining dance components. As mentioned above, we segment a dance into basic units (P hraseM ovement) using techniques for analyzing
movements [18]. Each basic unit is defined as the smallest
movement with a complete meaning.
Dance ≡ ∀hasP hrase.M ovementP hrase

A dance can contain many basic movements (M oInviting,
GameCompetition, T raditionalGameT U G, M oExchange,
M oRotationJumping, M oT oeT ouching, AskingADoctor,
M oF ootDragging, etc.), which are declared as individuals
of M ovementP hrase type. Most visual and meaningful features will be used to associate a description to basic movements.
Movement phrase contains several movement primitives.
A primitive has at least two basic poses (beginig and end
action) with a duration, changing from the first pose to the
last one.
M ovementP hrase ≡ ∀hasP rimitive.M ovementP rimitive
M ovementP rimitive ≡ ≥ 2hasP ose.M ovementP ose
There are two main types of movements, corresponding
to basic actions: actions of the whole body BodyM ovement
and actions of some body parts BodyP artM ovement as
in Labanotation [5], which has symbols related to travelling and travelling time of dancers, the relationship between
dancers, between dancer and stage.
Body movement makes the position of the whole body of
dancer changed in space; dancers move on stage. On the
other hand, dancers change their positions on a plane. The
Vietnamese traditional folk dance is different from modern
dances in body movement. There are no body movements,
which lift dancers on the air. So, body movements in the
Vietnamese folk dance are not too complicate.
Each movement phrase is a simple body movement (basic
movement), which has a trajectory in the form of a line,
an arc, a dot on a plane as a straight pathway, a curved
pathway and stillness as in the Labanotation [5].
Body movements are composed of phrases, which means
the dancer body is related to movement phrase by the abstract role hasP hrase. As said above, movement phrases
include moving spot (a dot), translation (a line), and rotation (an arc). A translation can be done in one of eight
orientations. There are two types of rotation: clockwise and
counter clockwise. Moving spot phrase can be also in the
turn (with different degrees) or no turn.

sented by the concept M ovementP ose, is a particular position of dancer body part. There are basic head poses,
basic hand poses, basic arm poses, basic leg poses and basic
combined arm-leg poses. We use dance orientations, angles
between arms/legs with the torso and angles between limbs
inside arms/legs to describe basic body part poses.
Many dancer body parts are declared as individuals (objects) of the concept DancerBodyP art. We can find the
individuals Head, Hands, RightHand, Lef tHand, Arms,
RightArm, Lef tArm, Legs, RightLeg, Lef tLeg, Heels,
RightHeel, Lef tHeel, Knees, RightKnee, Lef tKnee, etc.
In Vietnam folk dances, there are eight orientations, denoted by Orientation 1, Orientation 2, Orientation 3, Orientation 4, Orientation 5, Orientation 6, Orientation 7, and
Orientation 8 corresponding to forward, right front diagonal,
right side, right back diagonal, backward, left back diagonal,
left side and left front diagonal, respectively (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The orientations of the body parts.
For each orientation pose, there is an object property
orientationi P ose, where i = 1, · · · , 8. These object properties relate a dancer body part to an orientation pose as its
property. Their DL description is

Spot t T ranslation t Rotation v M ovementP hrase

∃orientationi P ose.T hing v
M ovementP ose t M ovementP hrase

∃hasP hrase.T hing v DancerBody

> v ∀orientationi P ose.(DancerBody t DancerBodyP art)

> v ∀hasP hrase.M ovementP hrase

As mentioned above, there are two types of movements
related to body and body parts. Hence, it is necessary to
discriminate orientation of body or body parts. For the first
type (for example, the description below), the dancer moves
straight in orientation 1, which means he moves straight
forward (performs a phrase movement).

Body part movements make the position of different parts
of dancer’s body changed. Along with the implementation
of the body phrases, dancers perform body part movements,
called as movement primitives represented by the concept
M ovementP rimitive. Movement primitives are quick movements, which change the position of body parts. On the
other hand, a movement primitive is a movement between
main dance poses. Movement primitives include hand movements, upper/lower arm movements, feet movements, upper/lower leg movements, head movements, and combined
arm-leg movements.
∃hasP rimitive.T hing v DancerBody t M ovementP hrase
> v ∀hasP rimitive.M ovementP rimitive
∃hasP ose.T hing v DancerBody t M ovementP rimitive
> v ∀hasP ose.M ovementP ose
A movement phrase can be described as parallel composition of many movement primitives. A dance pose repre-

A : DancerBody, P : M ovementP hrase,
(P, A) : orientation1P ose
The second type of orientation (also included 8 values)
is associated with body parts (considered as a local coordinate). In this type, Orientation 1 coincides with the forward
of the dancer. For instance, we described a leg position as
follows: both legs are straight, left foot is in Orientation 8
and right foot is in Orientation 2.
A : DancerBody, P : M ovementP ose, (A, P ) : hasP ose,
(P, Legs) : straightP ose(P, Lef tF oot) : orientation8P ose,
(P, RightF oot) : orientation2P ose

It is clair that the second description is a detail of the
first description, which means that a movement phrase can
be described by poses of body parts.
In addition to these eight orientation poses, we need to
add pose adjectives to describe other positions, like the adjectives bef oreP ose, middleP ose and f rontRightSideP ose
to say that a body part is positioned before, in the middle
or in front right side of another body part, respectively. The
properties (adjectives) raisedP ose, raisedHexagonalP ose,
bentP ose, straightP ose, openP ose, bentP ose are to say
that a body part is raised, raised hexagonal, bent, straight,
open or orthogonal, respectively. If the property “namePose” corresponds to one of these pose properties, its DL
description is as follows.
∃nameP ose.T hing v M ovementP ose
> v ∀nameP ose.DancerBodyP art
A set of datatype properties are defined for sequencing the
movement poses, primitives and phrases. Each movement
pose or phrase has a data type property timeOf :
∃timeOf.T hing v M ovementP ose t M ovementP hrase
> v ∀timeOf.T ime
The data properties beginT ime and endT ime are associated with each movement primitive and with movement
phrases, which are described as parallel combination of primitives.
∃beginT ime.T hing v
M ovementP rimitive t M ovementP hrase
> v ∀beginT ime.T ime
∃endT ime.T hing v
M ovementP rimitive t M ovementP hrase
> v ∀endT ime.T ime
Where, the data type T ime is defined by the expression
T ime v xsd : noN agtiveInteger

3.2

Example

In the Vietnamese dance Mõ, we can describe the basic
movement MõFootDragging, which is a parallel combination
of legs poses (Figure 3) and arms poses (Figure 4). The
images 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e illustrate the different poses in
this basic movement of the feet from the initial pose to the
final pose (end of basic movement).
To give complete formal description, we assume that the
basic movememnt is realized by an individual A of type
DancerBody (A : DancerBody). Thus, there are five legs
poses LP1 , LP2 , LP3 , LP4 and LP5 , where each pose corresponds to an image of Figure 3, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e,
respectively. Their DL descriptions are as follows.


(A, LP1 ) : hasP ose, (LP1 , 0) : timeOf,






 (LP1 , Legs) : straightP ose,
3a ≡

(LP1 , Lef tF oot) : orientation8P ose, 






(LP1 , RightF oot) : orientation2P ose


(A, LP2 ) : hasP ose, (LP2 , 1) : timeOf, 




 (LP2 , RightHeelLef tT oe) : bef oreP ose,

3b ≡
 (LP2 , Lef tF oot) : orientation8P ose,







(LP2 , RightF oot) : orientation2P ose

(a)
Right
foot
in
orientation
2 and left
foot
in
orientation
8.

(b)
Right
foot
in
orientation
2 and left
foot
in
orientation
8 with right
heel before
the
right
toes

(c)
Right
foot in orientation 2,
left foot in
orientation
8, right heel
is in the
middle
of
the left foot

(d) Left foot
in orientation 8, the
right
heel
is raised in
orientation
1, the right
toes
are
at the left
heel,
the
right knee is
bent

(e)
Both
feet in orientation 1,
the left foot
in front the
right
side
of the right
foot
the
right heel is
raised

Figure 3: Different positions of the action MO foot-dragging


(A, LP3 ) : hasP ose, (LP3 , 2) : timeOf,





 (LP3 , RightHeelLef tF oot) : middleP ose,

3c ≡
 (LP3 , Lef tF oot) : orientation8P ose,







(LP3 , RightF oot) : orientation2P ose


(A, LP4 ) : hasP ose, (LP4 , 3) : timeOf, 









(P4 , RightKnee) : bentP ose






 (LP4 , Lef tF oot) : orientation8P ose, 
3d ≡

(LP4 , RightHeel) : orientation1P ose, 










(LP4 , RightHeel) : raisedP ose,






(LP4 , Lef tHeelRightT oe) : bef oreP ose


(A, LP5 ) : hasP ose, (LP5 , 4) : timeOf,








(LP
,
RightHeel)
:
raisedP
ose,
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3e ≡ (LP5 , Lef tF oot) : orientation1P ose,






(LP5 , RightF oot) : orientation1P ose,






(LP5 , Lef tF ootRightF oot) : f rontRightSideP ose
Now, we represent the sequences of the positions of the
arms and hands for the dance movement MO foot-dragging
of the Mõ dance. All the descriptions given in the images
4a, 4b and 4c on the movement of the left hand apply to
the right hand. These arms poses are represented by the
individuals (objects) ot type M ovementP ose, AP1 , AP2 and
AP3 , respectively and their DL descriptions are as follows.


(A, AP1 ) : hasP ose, (AP1 , 0) : timeOf,







(AP1 , Arms) : raisedHexagonal,
4a ≡

(AP1 , Lef tArm) : orientation8P ose, 






(AP1 , RightArm) : orientation2P ose


(A, AP2 ) : hasP ose, (AP2 , 1) : timeOf,









 (AP2 , Hands) : openP ose,

(AP
,
F
oreArms)
:
orthogonalP
ose,
4b ≡
2








 (AP2 , F ingers) : straightP ose,



(AP2 , BigF ingers) : orthogonalP ose

(a) Left arm in orientation 8, right arm
in orientation 2, the
arms are raised in
hexagonal form

(b) Open hand and
orthogonal forearm;
the fingers of the index to the little finger are straight; big
finger orthogonal to
other fingers

(c) Open hand and
orthogonal forearm;
the
fingers
are
straight; the large
finger
orthogonal
to the other fingers
that are oriented
towards the head

Figure 4: Sequences of the positions of the hands for the
dance movement MO foot-dragging Mõ


(A, AP3 ) : hasP ose, (AP3 , 2) : timeOf,









(AP3 , Hands) : openP ose,







(AP3 , F oreArms) : orthogonalP ose, 
4c ≡


(AP3 , F ingers) : straightP ose,










(AP
,
BigF
ingers)
:
orthogonalP
ose,
3






(AP3 , F ingersHead) : towardP ose
The parallel combination between the actions of the feet
with the actions of the hands/arms is a complete corporal
movement. Note that some actions execute in a repetitive
way that is what we apply in the annotation of the movements.
This dataset (assertional box) is an ontology representing
descriptions of dance poses (video sequences) by referencing
imported concepts and properties from the dance terminology defined in the ontology “AniAge”.
A reasoning task will be applied on this dataset ontology
to entail implicit knowledge from the explicit knowledge to
answer queries on dance movements. The reasoning procedure is based on classification rules, which are developed
using training datasets.

4.

CLASSIFICATION OF DANCE
MOVEMENTS

The movement classes are declared as individuals (abstract objects) at different levels. Thus, there are classes
for the concepts M ovementP ose, M ovementP rimitive and
M ovementP hrase in the ontology “AniAge”. These declarations are results of training tests, for example, the movement
poses can be classified to the classes LegsP ose1, LegsP ose2,
LegsP ose3, LegsP ose4 and LegsP ose5, for legs poses in
the typical dance movement MO foot-dragging. By the same
way, there are three pose classes for arms poses, ArmsP ose1,
ArmsP ose2 and ArmsP ose3.
In addition to these pose classes, two primitive classes (individuals) can be declared, one primitive class for legs poses
“LegsP rimitive” and the other primitive class for arms poses
“ArmsP rimitive”. The parallel combination of these two
primitive is identified by the phrase class “LegsArmsP hrase”.
To classify the movement poses (M ovementP ose), the
movement primitives (M ovementP rimitive), the movement
phrases (M ovementP hrase) and dance movements, a set
of rules is written using declared abstract roles (poseClass,
primitiveClass, phraseClass) to associate a class with each

movement pose, primitive or phrase, respectively.
The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [14] is a language for the Semantic Web that can be used to express rules
as well as logic, combining OWL DL or OWL Lite with a
subset of the Rule Markup Language. Rules are of the form
of an implication between an antecedent (body) and consequent (head). The intended meaning can be read as: whenever the conditions specified in the antecedent hold, then
the conditions specified in the consequent must also hold.
Both the antecedent (body) and consequent (head) consist
of zero or more atoms. Atoms in these rules can be of the
form C(x), P (x, y), sameAs(x, y) or dif f erentF rom(x, y),
where C is an OWL concept (class), P is an OWL property,
and x,y are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data
values. There are many built-in atoms. The set of SWRL
rules to classify the poses are described below.
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
orientation8P ose(?p, Lef tF oot) ∧
orientation2P ose(?p, RightF oot) ∧
straightP ose(?p, Legs) ⇒ poseClass(?p, LegsP ose1)
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
orientation8P ose(?p, Lef tF oot) ∧
orientation2P ose(?p, RightF oot) ∧
bef oreP ose(?p, RightHeelLef tT oe) ⇒
poseClass(?p, LegsP ose2)
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
orientation8P ose(?p, Lef tF oot) ∧
orientation2P ose(?p, RightF oot) ∧
middleP ose(?p, RightHeelLef tF oot) ⇒
poseClass(?p, LegsP ose3)
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
orientation8P ose(?p, Lef tF oot) ∧
orientation2P ose(?p, RightF oot) ∧
raisedP ose(?p, RightHeel) ∧
bef oreP ose(?p, Lef tHeelRightT oe) ∧
bentP ose(?p, RightKnee) ⇒ poseClass(?p, LegsP ose4)
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
orientation1P ose(?p, F eet) ∧
f rontRightSideP ose(?p, Lef tF ootRightF oot) ∧
raisedP ose(?p, RightHeel) ⇒ poseClass(?p, LegsP ose5)

If a dancer body specified by the variable d has a movement pose p and this movement pose satisfies the description
specified by the atoms in the rest of rule body then it is classified by the class specified by the second argument of the
atom poseClass. The same thing applies for classification
of arms poses.
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
orientation8P ose(?p, Lef tArm) ∧
orientation2P ose(?p, RightArm) ∧
raisedHexagonal(?p, Arms) ⇒
poseClass(?p, ArmsP ose1)
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
openP ose(?p, Hands) ∧ orthogonalP ose(?p, F oreArms) ∧
orthogonalP ose(?p, BigF ingers) ∧
straightP ose(?p, F ingers) ⇒ poseClass(?p, ArmssP ose2)
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP ose(?d, ?p) ∧
openP ose(?p, Hands) ∧ orthogonalP ose(?p, F oreArms) ∧
orthogonalP ose(?p, BigF ingers) ∧
towardP ose(?p, F ingersHead) ∧
straightP ose(?p, F ingers) ⇒ poseClass(?p, ArmsP ose3)

A sequence of movement poses can create a predefined
movement primitive. The consecutive legs poses will create for example, a primitive of legs movements, which is
of class LegsP rimitive. By the same way the consecutive arms poses will create a primitive of arms movement

ArmsP rimitive. The SWRL rules to create these two primitives are below.
• DancerBody(?d) ∧
hasP ose(?d, ?p1) ∧ poseClass(?p1, LegsP ose1)
hasP ose(?d, ?p2) ∧ poseClass(?p2, LegsP ose2)
hasP ose(?d, ?p3) ∧ poseClass(?p3, LegsP ose3)
hasP ose(?d, ?p4) ∧ poseClass(?p4, LegsP ose4)
hasP ose(?d, ?p5) ∧ poseClass(?p5, LegsP ose5)
timeOf (?p1, ?t1) ∧ timeOf (?p2, ?t2) ∧
timeOf (?p3, ?t3) ∧ timeOf (?p4, ?t4) ∧
timeOf (?p5, ?t5) ∧ add(?t2, ?t1, 1) ∧
add(?t3, ?t2, 1) ∧ add(?t4, ?t3, 1) ∧
add(?t5, ?t4, 1) ∧ makeOW LT hing(?pr, ?d) ⇒
M ovementP rimitive(?pr) ∧
primitiveClass(?pr, LegsP rimitive) ∧
hasP rimitive(?d, ?pr) ∧ hasP ose(?pr, ?p1) ∧
hasP ose(?pr, ?p2) ∧ hasP ose(?pr, ?p3) ∧
hasP ose(?pr, ?p4) ∧ hasP ose(?pr, ?p5) ∧
beginT ime(?pr, ?t1) ∧ endT ime(?pr, ?t5)

∧
∧
∧
∧
∧

• DancerBody(?d) ∧
hasP ose(?d, ?p1) ∧ poseClass(?p1, ArmsP ose1) ∧
hasP ose(?d, ?p2) ∧ poseClass(?p2, ArmsP ose2) ∧
hasP ose(?d, ?p3) ∧ poseClass(?p3, ArmsP ose3) ∧
timeOf (?p1, ?t1) ∧ timeOf (?p2, ?t2) ∧
timeOf (?p3, ?t3) ∧ add(?t2, ?t1, 1) ∧
add(?t3, ?t2, 1) ∧ makeOW LT hing(?pr, ?d) ⇒
M ovementP rimitive(?pr) ∧
primitiveClass(?pr, ArmsP rimitive) ∧
hasP rimitive(?d, ?pr) ∧ hasP ose(?pr, ?p1) ∧
hasP ose(?pr, ?p2) ∧ hasP ose(?pr, ?p3) ∧
beginT ime(?pr, ?t1) ∧ endT ime(?pr, ?t3)
These two rules use two built-in atoms. The first builtin atom add(?x, ?y, ?z) is from the library swrlb ant it is
true if ?x =?y+?z else it is false. The second built-in atom
makeOW LT hing(?x, ?y) creates a new OWL Thing individual, which is assigned to the variable ?x based on the
value of the variable ?d.
A parallel combination of legs primitive with arms primitive will create a movement phrase of class LegsArmsP hrase.
This phrase is a basic movement of the class M oDraggingF oot
of the dance Mõ.
• DancerBody(?d) ∧ hasP rimitive(?d, ?pr1) ∧
primitiveClass(?pr1, LegsP rimitive) ∧
beginT ime(?pr1, ?bt1) ∧ endT ime(?pr1, ?et1) ∧
hasP rimitive(?d, ?pr2) ∧
primitiveClass(?pr2, ArmsP rimitive) ∧
beginT ime(?pr2, ?bt2) ∧ endT ime(?pr2, ?et2) ∧
greaterT han(?et1, ?bt2) ∧ greaterT han(?et2, ?bt1) ∧
makeOW LT hing(?phr, ?d) ⇒
M ovementP hrase(?phr) ∧
phraseClass(?phr, M oDraggingF oot) ∧
hasP hrase(?d, ?phr) ∧ hasP rimitive(?phr, ?pr1) ∧
hasP rimitive(?phr, ?pr2)
The execution of the reasoning procedure on the dataset
ontology importing “AniAge” with its set of SWRL rules will
generate the implicit knowledge, which represents classification of movement poses, primitives and phrase. The entailed
knowledge can be added to the dataset ontology.

4.1

Querying the dance ontology

There are different languages to specify queries on ontologies. Since OWL can be serialised as RDF, SPARQL [20] can
be used to query it. However, SPARQL has no knowledge of
the language OWL constructs that those serialisations represent. Then, it can not directly query entailments made
using those constructs. To use SPARQL for querying the
dance dataset ontology, the former should be entailed by
a reasoner to have complete knowledge about dancing and
then it can be queried to retrive required information.
Queries on dance dataset ontologies are specified with
the language SQWRL (Semantic Query Web-enhanced Rule
Language) [19], which is based on the SWRL rule language
and uses SWRL’s strong semantic. In the contrary of SPARQL,
answering SQWRL query uses inference on the dataset ontology, which imports the “AniAge” ontology and its classification SWRL rules. SQWRL takes a standard SWRL
rule antecedent and treats it as a pattern specification for
a query. It replaces the rule consequent with a retrieval
specification. For example, the query
Query(pose, time, image) ←
phraseClass(phrase, M oF ootDragging) ∧
hasP rimitive(phrase, primitive) ∧
hasP ose(primitive, pose) ∧
timeOf (pose, time) ∧ video(pose, image)
retrieves the poses, their times and their video sequences
(images) of the basic movement Mõ foot-dragging of the
Vietnamese dance Mõ and it can be specified using the query
language SQWRL as
Query : phraseClass(?phrase, M oF ootDragging) ∧
hasP rimitive(?phrase, ?primitive) ∧
hasP ose(?primitive, ?pose) ∧
timeOf (?pose, ?time) ∧ video(?pose, ?image) →
sqwrl : select(?pose, ?time, ?image) ∧
sqwrl : orderBy(?time)
Where video is OWL datatype relating a movement pose
to a string representing a file. The core SQWRL operator sqwrl : select(?pose, ?time, ?image) builds a table using
its arguments as columns of the table. This query returns
tuples of poses, times and video sequences with one row
for each tuple. The results are ordered by time (sqwrl :
orderBy(?time)). The left hand side of a SQWRL query
operates like a standard SWRL rule antecedent with its associated semantics. The atoms in the SQWRL will not match
only all direct OWL individuals in the ontology, but will
match also individuals that are entailed by the ontology to
be OWL individuals. The query answers can now be used
by a matching animation process of the AniAge project.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

A dance ontology is a very complicated task. On the one
hand, it requires additional work on image processing for
video segmentation. On the other hand, a cultural interpretation must be presented. In this article, we have built a
Vietnamese folk dance ontology by defining dance components, using the segmenting into basic units, which consists
of one or more motion phrases.

This work consider only the beginning to create a specific vietnamese dance called Mõ. For future work, we can
include some express complex relationships, concepts, and
some rules about these concepts, adding more details of basic movement and their properties. Our future research is focused about generalization of this specific Vietnamese dance
ontology to create a universal ontology of many kind of Vietnamese dances and we will classify them. Finally, we will
apply the strategies proposed in [23] and [2] to select one
base consistent when we have many sources of informations
about the different dances.

6.
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